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1. Introduction 

The predictiona of the great unification theories have rous~d 

if 
l 

intereat in the experiments designed to search for nucleon decay 
eventa and neutron oscillation since ffilCh experiments offer the 
unique poaaibility of verifying theae theories. At present a number 
of oxperimental aetups ia intended for detecting nucleoh decay and 

IJ 
they have allowed one to observe several events possibly due to 
thia phenomenon. The limits of the nucleon half-life were set at 
~h = (O.5_20)x1031 years (for different decay channels) 1,2). 
Experimenta aimed to observe neutron-antineutron oscillation are 
performed and planned mostly on free-neutron beams 3), but the 
n - n transition may also involve an intra-nuclear neutron. For 
the lifetimea of iron and oxygen nuclei with respect to the decay 
induced by neutron oscillation in the nucleus the limite of 0.6x1031 

4) 31 5)years and 2.4x10 years have been reached. 
In ref. 6) it was proposed to observe nucleon decay by detecting 

multiple neutron emission in a massive sample. The analysis carried 
out Ln 7,15) shows that in the case o'f the oscillation of a neu tron 

208 . . 208
bound in the Pb nucleus and 1n nucleon decay in the Pb 
nucleus there will be observed multiple neutron emission from these 
nuclei (on the average, from 15 to 30 neutrons in one event). 
One can assume 15) that the detection of such neutrons in big 
facilities (~ 1000 t) will allow one to reach lifetimes of 1033 

years with respect to nucleon decay and to nuclear decays induced 
by the oscillation of a neutron bound in the nucleus. 

,lo, 2. Calculation of the detector parameters 

We have performed the calculation of the parameters of an 
experimental setup designed for detecting multiple neutron emission 
eventa in massive aamples. The calculation was done by the method 
described in ref. 8). The detector wns supposed to be assembled from 

';<. 

'\ !.. 
separate oells, some ver.sions of the aseembly are shown in Fig.1. 
With this approach, an increase in the detector mass indicates 
merely an increase in the oell number. For certainty, the neutron 

..' I·· 
counter parameters were fixed, namely it was supposed that the 
counters were filled with ~Ie at a preasure of 4 atm, the counter 

/ - diameter and length .were 1.5 cm and 3 m, reapectively. Polyethylene 
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Fig.1. Some detector ce11s: 
(1) neutron coun~er, 

(2) moderator, 
(3) heavy substance. 

was ohosen as a neutron moderator material and 1ead ~s a heavy 
substance. The choice of 1ead rather than iron ia duo to the 
fo11~wing two reasons: (i) the mu1tip1ioity of neutrons emitted 
from 1ead nuclei as a result of nucloon deoay or neutron-ant1neutron 
oscil1atiort 1s several times hi8her than that obaerved in similar 
processes occurring in iron DUc1ei, an~ (i1) noutron aboorption 
in lead is considerab1y lower than in iron. 

We calculated the dependences of the deteotion offioionoy for a 
single neutron E and ofthe parameter of tho d.1.inonaions of <r?->n 
of the detect10n region for neutrons em1tted from ono point, upon 
the characterist1cs of individual oe1ls of the deteotor. In th1s 
case the ma1n requirement was the obtaining of the max1mum value 
of the quantity E /~r!'>, 1. e., the prov1s1on of a high effioiencyn 
of single neutron detection with the m1n1Wlm possible aize of the 
regions in which neutron deteotion 1s tak1ng place. Bo1ow 1t will 
be shoW-n that this cond1tion 1s important for prov1d1ng tho 
capability of the detector to suppress the background. The oalcula
tionê were perfor.med by var,y1ng the absolute sizas of the co1ls, 

the ratio between the 1ead weight and the moderator one, the 
number of counters in the detector at a fixed Pb mass. Fig.2 shows 
the dependence of the va1ue 

<R,2>
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of ·the parameter <R2> on the avorage 
thickness of the moderator d per one 
neutron counter. F1g.3 shows ~n as a 
fUnction of d and f1g.4 showa the 
dependenco of the rat10 €n/<R 2>upon 

the rat10 of the volumes of 1ead Vpb 

F1g.2. Dependonoe <R2) ='f(d) ,<R2.> 
in relativa UDits. Baoh neutron 
oounter weighs 50 ltg Pb. 
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Pig.3. DependenoesEn=f(d) 
for different va1ues of the 
ra~io VPb/V: (1)VPb/V=0:21
(2)VPb/V=0.5; (3)VPb/VaO•75• 
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VPbl V 
F1g.4. Dependences 2> EEn/<R
= f(Vpb/V) for different Pb 
rosss for each oounter: 
(1) 50 kg, (2) 60 kg, (3) 75 kg. 

and the total volume of the deteotor, V. As is seen trom the presented 
data, with a fixed number of oounters in the deteo~or, there exists 
an opt1ma1 rat10 between the quant1t1es of 1ead and moderator 
materiâ1 for wh10h the ratio en/<R~ has a maximum va1ue. A fUrther 
choice of the deteotor parameters 1s deter.mined by the oond1tions 
under wh1ch the baokground due to mu1t1p1e neutron eventa resu1ting 
from cosmio ray interaotions is maxima1ly suppressed. 

J. Pos81b11ities of suppress1ng the baokgro~ 

In re~s.6,7,9) it W6S pointed oút that if the experimental setup 
io insta11ed in an underground 1aboratory and is proteoted aga1nst 
charged oosm1c ray part1c1es (mostly muons) by an ant1ooinc1denee 
system, there remain two substant1a1 souroes of the baekground: 
higb enerQ' neutrons emitted f~~m the wa11s, and neutr1nos. 

The data presented in refI ean be emp10yed for estimat1ng 
the high-energy neutron nux. To estimate the baekground from h1gh 
energy nue1eons we ca1ou1ated the ~lt1plie1t1es and the apat1a1 
distrlbut10n of the format1on po1nts for seeondary neutrons generat
ed in the infinite 1ead b100k as a resu1t of the interact10ns of 
'energetic nue1eons with the Pb nuelei. Th, oa1ou1at1on 118& carriod 

10)out us1ng the method described in ref., • In fig.5 the numbera 
of seoondar,y neutrons produoed in the int~raet1ons of neutrons and 
protous with Pb DUelei are given as a tunot1on of the projeot11e 
energy. 
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Fig.5. The bombarding energ,y 
dependence of the number of 
secondar,y neutrons produced 
in interactions of energetic 
neutrons (1) and protons (2) 
with the infinite lead block;

11)
( 3 ) data from ref. • 

the number of the VN ~ l± X+,O interactions of atmospheric neutri 
nos (where 1 is a lepton, X c ~~ or~~ ) is rather small (about 
0.01 interactions per year per one ton). The data presented in 

14) 

r, 
that papar concerning the invariant masses and total momenta 
indicate that Buch multipion neutrino events are unlikely to be 
the souroe of the background in searches for multiple neutro~ aventa 
induced by the DN annihilation ~rocess occurring in the l~ad nucle
us. Such a supposition oan be set forth for nucleon decay events 
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As one can see from f~g.5, the average numbers of secondary 
neutrons fOI~ed in the interactions of 0.3 GeV ~ E ~ 1.0 GeV n 
neutrons and 0.7 GeV~Ep!f.1.2 GeVprotons with Pb are comparable with 
the average number of primar,y neutrons produced as a result of 
the oscillation of a bound neutron.Note that in the real g~ometry af 
the detec'tor these nwnbers are somewhat smaller for the interactions 
of energetic nucleons s í.nce a part of the primary particle energy 
will be lost in interactions with light nuclei, such as 12C• and 
this will lead to the breakup of the 12C nuclei to ~-particles 
and the emission of few neutrons. Conaequently the number of 
secondar,y partieles will be lower by 10-15% and the ranges of 
primar,y nautron and proton energies producing the background events 
will be displaced toward the higher energies. 

A~ for the interactions of atmospheric neutrinoa. it ia known 10) 
that neutrinos and antineutrinos wi th energies E~ 0.3 GeV induce 
about 0.16 interaction per year per one ton of the detector aubstan
ce. Of these inter~cti~ns, there are 0.05 electromagnetic interac
tions, 0.10 interactions of charged currents and 0.01 neutral 
currents. It ia hardly possible to estimate more or less accurately 
the number of auch neutrino interactions which could lead to neutron 
eventa similar, in multiplicity and apatial distribution, to events 
due to nucleon decay or n - li oscillation. Neutrons can be produced 
not only in neutrino interactions proper, but also in the secondar,y 
interactiona of nucleons and piona formed in neutrino interactions. 
According to the data of ref. 13) in the interactions of stopped 
piona with 20Spb nuc'Leí, tlie average number of secondary neutrons 
is e~ual to aoout 7. and only in a few per cent of cases it reaches 

with a lower probability. 
In what follows we shall assume that the multiple neutron event 

background is due to En~ 0.3 GeV neutrons reaching the detector 
through the room walls, and due to neutrino interactions with the 
detector material leading to the production of a ~ 0.3 GeV hadron. 
We sball estimate the ,possible degree, of discrimination between such 
events by restricting ourselves to the consideration of the inter
actions of ~ 0.3 GeV neutrons and prot9ns with the detector materi
al. This discrimination can be based on the comparison of the para
metera of the spatial distributions of the poiuts of detection of 
neutrons produced in the indicated processes. 

We have ~one the prel~nar,y calculations of such distributions. 
They are pr~liminary in the sense that the coordinates of the points 
of formation of secondar,y neutrons were calculated for the interac
tions of high-energy neutrons with an infinite lead block the densi
ty of which was determined as ,9= §>Pb (Vpb/V), where .s>Pb =11.2 
g/em3, Vpb and Vare the volume. ocoupied by Pb and the full detector 

volume, respectively. Fig.6 ShOW8 the diatributions in the Z azia of 

the for.mation of secondary neutrons in the interactions of nucleon 
with an energy ~ = 0.5 and 1 'GeV with Pb for the case 5> =1/2 9Pb 
(the Z axis coincides with the direction of the momentum of the 
high-energ,y nucleon). The distribution of the points of detect~on 

of secondar,y neutrons was COJwtructed with respect to the centre 
of gravity of the diatribution of the formation pointa by folding 
with the diatribution of neutron detection pointa which has been 
obtained for the real detector geometry ando the ,point aource of 
evaporated neutrona. . 

} 
Fig.7 shows the results of auch calculations for one variant 

of the detector. The difference between the distributions(I)and (2) 
gives the degree of background suppression compared with the 
apatial pictures of the processes of nucleon decay or neutron 
oscillatien in the nucleus (I ) and of the interaction of au17-20. The neutrino interaõtions leading to the for.mation of several 
energetic nucleon with tha detector material (2). The final choicealow piona preaent special danger. In ref. 14) it \YaS found that 
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interactions of energetic nucleons with the detector material,- En=1.0GeV5 this distribution will have the fonn of a prolateellipsoid

_.- En = .5 GeV 
(with a semiaxis ratio of approximately 2), stretched toward the4 - 2--- Ep =1.0GeV momentum of the primary partiele , the parameter <R) !::! 500--S50 .em 

3 -i~ Ep = .5 GeV being noticeably larger than that for the "decay" neutrons. In the 
case of detecting a neutron number of the order Vé '::!. 10-30 in- one

h2 
event, the estimates based on the 12 criterion allow one to expect 

~ I a factor of ~ 10 suppre~sion of the background events with a loss 
of ( 20% of the events of nucleon decay or neutron oscillation.oI I •• , I -- o ,..,...._ ,..-....-. ==:-, II 

80 100 120 4. Conclusion 

We note that the final estimate of the sensitivity of the method 
Fig.6. The depth distributions of the points of of detecting nucleon decay a~d the oscillation of neutron bound 
formation of secondary neutrons in an infinite in the nucleus requires more precise -data especially concerning 
lead block for different energies of the inoident the background conditions of the experiments, for example, the 
nucleons. N is in relative units. The Z axis number of the interactioDJ;! of energetic nucãecna and neutrinos at 
ooinoides with the direction of the motiq~ of the different depths, some data on the multiplicities, momenta and 
primar" ~cleon. energies of secondary particles involved in neutrino interactions, 

etc. The construction of a model set-up would make it ~ossible to 
N obtain such information and to verity the calculations performed.

Fig.7. Distributions of the~points
5 The choice of the detector will still require additional considera

of detection of the neutrOn8 emitted tions but the fol10wing variant seems to be possible. ~e detector 
from a point Source (relative to the4 may be 1.3 m high and 1.3 m in diameter, the munber of' . He-filled 
source) (1), and of those emitted in counters is 780, the counters are 1.3 m long and 1.5 em in diameter,3 the interaotion of a high-energy 

the gas pressure is equal to 4 atm~ Pb occupies the :x th :tX'ae"tlon d thenuoleo~ with the detector material
 
relativa to the centre of gravity detector volume. Then ~11~ 0.75, <R ) Q 280 em2• .
 

The authors express their gratitude to G.N.Plerov for his great 

2 

of the -formation points distribution 
support of the given work and for numerous fruitful discussions.o... ' , 1:"Itr' Dt, , for secondary neutrons (2).
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COKon E.A. ~ AP. E1J-86~28 
.O~eHKa napaMeTpoa YCT8HOBKH AnR nOHCKa pacnaAa HYKnOHa ~ oCI~~nnR4~~ 

HeHTpoHa no MHo*OCToeHH~M He~TpoHH~M C06~T~RM, AeTeKT~PyeM~M 

B MaCC~BH~X 06pa3~ax 

04eHeH~ napQMeTp~ AOToKTopa AnR per~CTpa4H~ pacnaAa HYKnoHa ~n~ OC4~n

nR~~H BHYTpHRAepHoro HeATpoHa no Ha6n~AeH~~ MHo*ecTBeHHoH 3M~CC~~ HeHTpo
HOB ~s MaCCHBH~X 06paSuoB, npoBeAeH~ paC4eT~ 3~$eKT~BHoCT~ per~cTpa4H~ 
~ npocTpoHcTDeHHwx pacnpeAeneH~H T04e~ per~cTpa4~~ HeHTpoHoB, -~cny~eHH~x 
~s T0484Horo ~CT04H~KO AnR paan~4H~X Bap~aHToB. r~OMeTp~~ AeTeKTopa. ~nR 

o~eHKH ~OHOD~X xapaKTep~cT~K AeTeKTopa npoBeAeH~ paC4eT~ MHo*ecTBeHHocTeH 
~ npocTpaHcTDeHH~x pacnpeAeneH~H T04eK o6paaPBaH~R BTOP~4H~X HeHTpoHoB, . 
pO*Aa~~HxcR np~ B3a~MoAeHcTB~RX npOTOHOB ~ HeHTpoHoB c 3Hepr~RM~ 0,3-1 r3B 
c 6ecKoHc4H~M~ 6nOKaM~ CB~H4a paan~4HoH nnOTHOCT~. nOKaaaHo, 4TO cpaBHe- . 
H~e npOCTpaHCTBeHH~X pacnpeAeneH~H T04eK per~cTpa4~~ '~eHTpoHoB AnR np04ec
ca pacn8Aa HYKflOHa ~n~ OC4~nnR4~~ BHYTp~RAepHoro HeHTpoHa ~ ~OHOB~X npo
4eccon n03BonReT CHH*aTb ~OH AeTeKTopa 60nee, ~eM B 10 pas. 

Pa60Ta B~nonHeHa B fla60paTop~~ RAepH~X .peaK4~~ O~R~. 

Ilpenpaar Otn.emmelDloro HÍlcTHTyIa JmepKhIX HCCJJenOBaHHií.lly6Ha 1986 

Sokol E.A. et ai. E13-86-28 
Assessment of the Parameters of a Setup for Searches for Nucleón Decay 
and Neutron Oscillation by Detecting Multiple Neutron Events 
in Massive S~mples 

The parameters are assessed of a detector designed for recordinq 
nucleon decay and/or the oscillatlons of á neutron bound in the atomlc 
nucleus by detecting multlple neutron emisslon events In masslve samples. 
Calculations have been carried out for the detectlon efficlency and 
for the 'spatial dlstributlon of the points at which the slngle neutrons 
emitted from a point source had to be detected, for different variants 
of the detector geometrY. To evaluate the ba~kqround characteristlcs 
of the detector, calculatlons háve been performed for the multlpl icitles 
antl spatial distributions of the points of formation of secondary neutrons 
occurring in the interactlons of 0.3-1 GeV nucleons with infinite lead 
unlts. [t is shown that the comparison of the spatl a l distrlbutlon of 
th~ points of neutron detectlon for nucleon decay or the neutrón oscllla
tlon phenomena and the background processes allows one to suppress the 
cosmic-ray background of the detector by a factor of more than 10. 

The investiqation has been- performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Reactions, JINR.· . . 
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